
G I F T I N G



With India as our privileged vantage point, our curations and co-creations reveal

the novel and exquisite, made by nimble hands and a rigor

that is largely unseen. Our offering of soulful, locally handmade objects bridge

stories of past and present, unearthing that which connects the legacy of craft,

its maker and the end user. Ikai Asai is working towards preserving and developing

creative practices, and connecting stakeholders, in order to encourage the

creative ecosystem to come together and provide the necessary equity to empower

the socio-economic development in the craft sector.

Rooted In  India



The world has changed, irreversibly. The unprecedented situation has affected

everyone, slowed down the pace of life and fuelled empathy to fellow

beings. Key behavioural changes to note are the quest for personal well- being,

heightened sensitivity to sustainability, an increased interest in DIY activities

at home which include cooking & food presentation, and increased receptivity

to products and experiences being delivered digitally. Re-imagine Gifting with

Ikai Asai, which celebrates human creativity, resonates with audiences that have

a renewed mindset and appreciation of the uniqueness of brand values,

craftsmanship and design.

Reimagine

GIFTING in the New Era 





Our Aesthet ic

Ikai Asai's aesthetic vision rests on four moods that holistically define the 

universal duality. Through Deva, Lila, Kama and Junoon, we have 

the opportunity to create and inhabit worlds within worlds, and for our a

udiences to be able to do the same. These moods, while very individual,

are feelings deeply connected with how Indianness is experienced amongst 

artists and artistic savoir-faire. Inspired by a mood, renowned designers and 

industry experts, have collaborated with master craftspeople to create 

statement pieces, centered around the Table, that are differentiated by 

collaborative design interventions that further the legacy of craft, making 

artisanal living both possible and desirable





Rina Singh is the founder and designer at EKA, a brand

built on her personal ethos of simple living. Her travels

across the world and rural India have not only shaped her

understanding of textile design but also amplified her love

of people, nature, and craft. Rina’s vision of Lila plays on a

nostalgic narrative brought to life through a post-colonial

Indian design aesthetic — a play between timeworn and

contemporary.

RINA S INGH

for L ILA

Dharmesh Jadeja has spent the last 27 years living in the

international township of Auroville in Southern India. His

design practice DuStudio sources natural and simple

materials for projects across the country. With a deep

interest in all things Indian, Dharmesh’s general approach

and interpretation of Deva is firmly rooted in natural

materials, local culture, and communities, around

principles of sustainability, simplicity, and aesthetics that

touch the core of Indian wisdom.

DHARMESH JADEJA
for  DEVA

Ayush Kasliwal is the founder of AKFD and the Creative

Director of AnanTaya. His work exhibits his passion for the

environment as well as a deep understanding and respect

for tradition. For Kama, Ayush recreates a dining

experience guided by the idea of bringing people together

in a space that harnesses curiosity and creativity. Six

highly distinguished personalities who left their mark on

history through their acts or skills shape this narrative.

AYUSH KASLIWAL
for KAMA

Ashiesh Shah’s career can be traced from working in New

York City in the early 2000s to spearheading his own

design firm, Ashiesh Shah Architecture + Design for the

past eight years. His vision of space and choice of

materials find inspiration in Wabi-Sabi — a Japanese

philosophy outlined by an aesthetic that is imperfect,

impermanent, and incomplete. The designer’s ode to

Junoon’s fearless, saturated, and manic intensity is

embodied in the rich contrast of two colours, red and

white, coming together to form the visual building blocks

of this fiery collection.

ASHIESH SHAH
for  JUNOON

Our Designers



T E A  |  C O F F E E



The traveller sips from an ocean coloured cup 

while gazing into the vast sea with eyes filled 

with wanderlust.

VALLIET

STONEWARE TUMBLERS

CODE: MPINCSDRC11
INR 1200

A cerulean piece of stone filled with liquid desire 

and wanton fingers meeting its unresisting 

circles in an intimate embrace.

ODYSSEY

STONEWARE TUMBLERS

CODE: MPINCSDRC13
INR 1200

Moulded in mud, liquid platinum inside, these 

pieces of white, belong with the wise.

JIVA

STONEWARE TUMBLERS

CODE: MPINCSDRC10
INR 1200



CODE: AVINCEDR003
INR 2200

Brewed on cosmic fires with devotion. Carried in 

embellished stone, to pour liquid warmth into a 

cup.

SERENITY

STONEWARE TEA POT

The tea smoke, willow at the window, and 

hands that hold this piece of earth, quiver 

together in silent anticipation.

ELAN

TERRACOTTA TEA CUP 

CODE: KPINTCDRC04
INR 600



T A B L E W A R E



The epicure swirls his wine, picks up a glass full 

of herbs and peppers it on savoury delights that 

he will soon devour.

BOSICA

GLASS CRUET SET

CODE: KDINGLACC01
INR 3400

Originating in first-millennium BC, the 

archaeological evidence of this craft was first 

found in the form of glass beads at Maski.

SAMA

OIL AND VINEGAR BOTTLE

CODE: FIINGLDRC29
INR 500 | SET OF 2

Droplets from ocean waves, the wind before it 

rains and these delicate pieces of clay, make 

your mind taste salt.

ARTEMIS

LONGPI PINCH POT

CODE: MHINCSACC03
INR 500



S E R V E W A R ES E R V E W A R E



A colourful piece of earth, reminding us of a 

time when promises were stone and hearts soft, 

now it's all reversed.

CODE: AUINCEBWC01
INR 1100

Biting delights from uneven stone with eyes 

fixed on the rotating globe, a new destination is 

calling the meandering soul.

CODE: AUINCEBWC04
INR 600

IMPULSE MAGNA

SET OF TWO BOWLS

Biting delights from uneven stone with eyes 

fixed on the rotating globe, a new destination is 

calling the meandering soul.

CODE: AUINCEBWC05
INR 600

IMPULSE ROSE

SET OF TWO BOWLS

MOIRA ROSE

SET OF TWO TRAYS



Food served on colourful stones, fingers dancing 

on the piano, all eyes turn when the belle of the 

ball arrives.

CODE: AUINCEPTC04
INR 1250

ARCANA ROSE
SET OF TWO TRAYS

A cerulean piece of stone filled with liquid desire 

and wanton fingers meeting its unresisting 

circles in an intimate embrace.

ARCANA MAUVE
SET OF TWO TRAYS

CODE: AUINCEPTC02
INR 1250

A colourful piece of earth, reminding us of a 

time when promises were stone and hearts soft, 

now it's all reversed.

CODE: AUINCEBWC02
INR 1100

MOIRA

SET OF TWO TRAYS



CODE: ZAINBMBW010
INR 1200

When meaningful silences are interrupted by a 

sweet metallic clang, we know piquant delights 

have been served by a caring hand.

SAMSKARA PETITE

KANSA SMALL BOWL

CODE: NCINMABW003
INR 1500

Two carved marble bowls tinged green and 

white, filled with caviar, indulgence at its best.

PATERA

SET OF TWO BOWLS

CODE: ZAINBMBW009
INR 2200

When meaningful silences are interrupted by a 

sweet metallic clang, we know piquant delights 

have been served by a caring hand.

SAMSKARA MAGNA

KANSA MEDIUM BOWL



D R I N K W A R E



CODE: MHINCSDRC04
INR 1000

Drops of purity, collected in the avatar of earth, 

quenching our thirst for solitude, home and 

hearth.

MVURA

LONGPI CYLCLINDRICAL TUMBLERS

A symbol of serenity, delicately moulded in 

mud, collecting platinum purity and pouring it in 

your cup.

CODE: MHINCSJA001
INR 1800

BAHASA

LONGPI WATER JAR

Drops of purity, collected in the avatar of earth, 

quenching our thirst for solitude, home and 

hearth.

CODE: MHINCSVA017
INR 1000

VIVANTE (T)

LONGPI TUMBLERS



CODE: FIINGLDR027
INR 1050

While pouring from curved glass filled with 

liquid, the mind wanders off to a land where 

butterflies can sing.

LAMERAS

WINE DECANTER

CODE: FIINGLDRC20
INR 1200 | SET OF 6

Every sip of smooth liquid had in the glass of 

nostalgia, reminds us of times when loving was 

easier.

SAMAR

GLASS

CODE: FIINGLDRC04
INR 1200 | SET OF 6

Four cold orbs swirl on top of a coquettish liquid 

that teasingly twirls when we pick the glass.

SAUDADE

GLASS



D R I N K W A R E



Drops of liquid platinum served in brass, two 

coveted healers have met at last.

CODE: ZAINBMDRC05
INR 6000 | SET OF 2

ANDAL

KANSA TUMBLERS

Glasses clink, she looks at him with wide 

guileless eyes, while they sway together on a 

moonlit night.

CODE: FIINGLDRC23
INR 850 | SET OF 2

DALLIANCE

WHITE WINE GLASSES

Glasses clink, she looks at him with wide 

guileless eyes, while they sway together on a 

moonlit night.

CODE: FIINGLDRC011
INR 850 | SET OF 2

GALLIVANTE

RED WINE GLASSES



D R I N K W A R E



Red wine in clear glass, little red stains on the 

lips, with every sip the secrets of the heart spill.

CODE: KDINGLDRC01
INR 2000 | SET OF 2

APRICUS

BOROSILICATE RED WINE GLASS

CODE: KDINGLDRC02
INR 2000 | SET OF 2

Bubbly in clear glass, matching beige couch, a 

few too many sips and all barriers break.

APRICA
BOROSILICATE CHAMPAGNE GLASS

White wine in clear glass, sweet and sour taste 

on the lips, after a few sips all ribald secrets 

spill.

CODE: KDINGLDRC03
INR 2000 | SET OF 2

APRICO
BOROSILICATE WHITE WINE GLASS



Fireflies dancing on grapes, wine stored in 

curved glass, together we lust after the setting 

sun.

CODE: KDINGLDR004
INR 2500

HERA

WINE DECANTER



S E R V E W A R E  |  M E T A L W A R E



She sings while cutting chunks into tiny pieces 

with brass, while the toddler playfully dances by 

her side on the grass.

CODE: MNINBSSP009
INR 1300

NERVIO

SET OF  A CAKE KNIFE AND SERVER

Satisfied from tossing the golden bounty of the 

earth, the server of good health shines like gold.

CODE: ZAINBMCUC03
INR 1800

KUNDANI

BRASS SALAD SERVING SPOON

Bright yellow lentils stirred by loving hands, 

dulcet metallic clinks every now and then, the 

house has now become a home.

CODE: ZAINBMCUC01
INR 1750

KONTILA

BRASS LADLES



When the pianist in the ballroom hits a high 

note, cravats, silk sarees and silverware sparkle 

together in delight.

CODE: MNINBSAC004
INR 2000

SELENA

SERVING SET

CODE: MNINBSSP008
INR 800

A plateful of colours decorated by instruments 

covered in silver and gold can only be the meal 

of a vivacious soul.

SARANG

SALAD SERVING SET

When the pianist in the ballroom hits a high 

note, cravats, silk sarees and silverware sparkle 

together in delight.

CODE: MNINBSAC011
INR 1300

SELENOFI

CUTLERY SET



Bringing back the good old days, where the 

clang of the metal brings everyone together, 

filling the room with joshing banter.

CODE: MNINBSAC007
INR 2250

SAYONEE

SET OF THREE SERVING SPOONS

Twenty delicacies in a gold plate, golden metal 

to eat it, and golden rays from the window kiss 

the gourmand's face.

CODE: KDINBSSP002
INR 1625

RASA CUTLERY SET

BRASS CUTLERY SET



D I N N E R  S E T S



When white surrenders to pink on a piece of 

stone, each morsel picked up from it titillates 

the senses.

CODE: KDINCEBW004
INR 650

BLAZON PETITE

STONEWARE SMALL BOWL

When white surrenders to pink on a piece of 

stone, each morsel picked up from it titillates 

the senses.

CODE: KDINCEPL004
INR 2700

BLAZE MAGNA

STONEWARE DINNER PLATE

When white surrenders to pink on a piece of 

stone, each morsel picked up from it titillates 

the senses.

CODE: KDINCEPL003
INR 2000

BLAZE PETITE

STONEWARE QUARTER PLATE



Eating with you on beautiful ivory discs, thinking 

your heart is just the same, full and generous.

CODE: KDINCEPL001
INR 2700

CALCOLO MAGNA

STONEWARE DINNER PLATE

Eating with you on beautiful ivory discs, thinking 

your heart is just the same, full and generous.

CODE: KDINCEPL002
INR 2000

CALCOLO

STONEWARE QUARTER PLATE

When white surrenders to pink on a piece of 

stone, each morsel picked up from it titillates 

the senses.

CODE: KDINCEBW003
INR 1000

BLAZON

STONEWARE VEG BOWL



Eating with you on beautiful ivory discs, thinking 

your heart is just the same, full and generous.

CODE: KDINCEBW002 
INR 1000

CALCO

STONEWARE VEG BOWL

Eating with you on beautiful ivory discs, thinking 

your heart is just the same, full and generous.

CODE: KDINCEBW001
INR 650

CALCOLO PETITE

STONEWARE SMALL BOWL



D E C O R



On a shelf near the window, sways a daisy 

blooming in mud, nature has found a way back 

home.

CODE: MHINCSVA016
INR 1400

AESTHETE

LONGPI GLOBULAR VASE

When lilies and white roses embrace the 

incarnation of earth, spring chooses to dawdle 

in our home.

CODE: MHINCSVA015
INR 1400

ZENITH

LONGPI BUD VASE



When dandelions peacefully gather in the 

descendant of earth, our home turns into a field 

of fragrance.

CODE: KPINTCVA002
INR 6000 | SET OF 3

PANOPLY

TERRACOTTA VASES

When fresh flowers meet the earth, the 

fragrance of purity and joy cascades through 

every corner of the home.

CODE: KPINTCVA001 
INR 6000 | SET OF 3

TALISMAN

TERRACOTTA VASES





A man in black and lady in white stand atop a 

cake placed on marble, while their living 

counterparts walk down the aisle.

CODE: KDINMAAC001
INR 5200

C A K E S T A N D

CIASTO
MARBLE CAKE STAND



C A N D L E H O L D E R

The candle stand is lit, heavy wooden doors 

creak, today the misses and sirs expect 

company.

CODE: KDINCOLI003
INR 5500

LUMIERE PETITE

LARGE CANDLE HOLDERS



Drinking liquid gold in a piece of earth, a ritual 

inherited from the one who brews the perfect 

cup.

CODE: KPINTCDRC03
INR 400

SHANGRILA

TERRACOTTA TUMBLERS

T E R R A C O T T A  

T U M B L E R S



C A N D L E H O L D E R

The essence of the earth filled with liquid 

platinum, a wish come true for the parched 

body and its searching spirit.

CODE: KPINTCDR006
INR 800

PRAVAH

ONE BOTTLE WITH LID



G L A S S  B O T T L E

While pouring from a curved glass filled with 

clear liquid, the mind wanders off to a land 

where butterflies can sing.

CODE: FIINGLDR028
INR 350

LAMERA

GLASS BOTTLE



L O N G P I  S U C C U L E N T

P L A N T  H O L D E R

When dewdrops from flowers meet the flesh 

and blood of mud, the dampish scent of 

earth sanctifies our senses.

CODE: MHINCSVA012
INR 1150

VIVANTE (R)

LONGPI SUCCULENT PLANT HOLDER (R)



The Gift  of  Art isanal  L iv ing

Each product draws from warm, earthy and vibrant tones, intended for

one who appreciates the inherent luxury within organic, elemental and

textural forms. Gift pieces that are differentiated by collaborative design

interventions that further the legacy of Indian craft, making artisanal

living both possible and desirable.







C O N T A C T

Ronak Malpani

queries@ikaiasai.com
+91 – 86938 62041


